
SOMETHING about 

nobody knowing

ANYTHING for sure  

Xavier Cázares Cortéz seems intent [hellbent] on challenging notions of the fixed object 

by divesting and destabilizing the sure meaning of his artwork, preferring instead, its 

interrogation. The artwork shifts the focus from ‘knowing’ the artist’s intention to an 

interactive relationship between, object, artist and viewer, and the discursive language 

generated.

“Something about…” is a mixed media installation comprised of transient structural 

arrangements, or feral landscapes as the artist calls them. Cortéz’s feral landscapes are 

born out of an examination of the styles and proliferation of texts--signs and signifiers—

objects, words, acronyms, signs, and symbols from American visual culture at large. In 

his hands, they are deprived of sure and stable meaning.  

His art attests to the ambiguity inherent in sign systems, and the dangerous and 

exhilarating power of mis/reading (decoding) these signs & signifiers. The thrust of the 

artwork is seemingly more about what we ‘see’ and not necessarily what is there. These 

feral landscapes are installed in tandem with wall mounted works that share the din of 

color and verbiage perhaps as anomalous sign posts. 

Cortéz questions notions of aesthetics and the power structure that aesthetics inscribes 

on us. Furthermore, he posits that viewers gain power by inserting themselves in the art 

discourse, subsequently having their discourse adopted and viewed as legitimate by 

those who have power.

The artist sees the continuity of the body of his work as a theme to explore, rather than a 

specific or particular media he deploys. He routinely incorporates various media into his 

artwork—whatever is available and required to fully investigate the subject. 



Xavier Cazares Cortez
At Patricia Correia Gallery, Santa Monica & CSU San Bernardino
By Kerry Kugelman

“Meaning, ultimately, seemed a matter of adjacent data.”  -William Gibson, 2005

By turns both sprawling and encyclopedic, Xavier Cazares Cortez’ exhibitions at Patricia Correia 
Gallery and CSU San Bernardino offers up a spicy mix of ontology, humor and critique across a 
range of media.  Though formally one might describe some of Cortez’ work as sculpture and 
installation, he seems pointedly intent on shaping the experience and perception of the viewer as 
well.  Much of this body of work seems to point toward new possibilities of engagement with the 
notion of visual aesthetics and the notions of power and structure that aesthetics inscribe on us.

At Patricia Correia Gallery, the show consists of mixed media sculpture, and a cacophony of wild 
collages.  In the sculptures, the almost obdurate poetry of form that is one of Cortez’ strengths is in 
ample supply, as he nurtures a concern with nuanced detail, informational play, and craft that 
borders on the precious. (It Is Difficult To Judge) The Size Of An Unfamiliar Object In The Absence 
Of Supporting Cues (2002-05), the signal piece of this show, is a sort of magician’s cabinet, with 
clever little drawers revealing objects and more hidden compartments.  But the thrust of the work is 
really about the juxtaposition of what we find, and how that juxtaposing affects what we “see,” both 
visually and informationally.

In the collages, splayed and arrayed across one wall of the gallery, a more unfiltered, jangly energy 
comes to the fore.  In a freely associative remix of scores of images interspersed with textual asides, 
the collages are a seething amalgam that rails about and against the myriad hypocrisies bounding 
our experience.  It’s rage against the machine in a visually pointed style, but doesn’t quite fall into 
stridency, however close it may stray in that direction.  Near the collages, Cortez has set up a 
catalogued display of items in neatly arranged packages, almost like commercial artifacts of the 
feral visual world on the  collage wall.

AT CSU San Bernardino, “The Frame That Frames The Framing Frame” is an almost whimsically 
staged wall-case display (albeit in a very large and long case) that uses Cortez’ concerns for 
exploring and subverting categorization to good effect.  Comprised primarily of hundreds of small, 
mostly plastic items arranged according to color and type, the display is set up on several levels in 
the case, and separates out into different “worlds” within society, like science, environment, 
industry and so on.  It’s hardly so specific, though, that one can’t just stop to enjoy the entrancing 
effect of all the little zones and the passing moments of humor left like visual tickles amongst the 
throng of objects.  Leavening the humor, however, are some more darkly portentous passages in the 
arrangement, which keeps the friendly factor from just being treacly.  The arrangement by color of 
much of the work, which makes it almost too accessible at first, is actually quite subtle, and is 
reminiscent in small scale of Tony Cragg’s plastic scatter pieces of the 1980s and 1990s.

Across from this display, in another case, Cortez has again placed a highly structured, almost 
commercial-style display of items that relate to this larger concern of knowledge, and how its 
arrangement and delivery change its meaning.  This one veers overly close to a didactic tone, 
though, and loses the more magnetic – and charming – appeal of the more abundant case across the 
way.



From “The Frame That Frames The Framing Frame”
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Melancholic reflections
I counted 27 guns in Xavier Cázares Cortéz' exhibition of assemblage sculptures in the project 
room at Patricia Correia Gallery. There are gun pillows, silk-screened guns on plywood and guns 
slipcovered in leather and chamois.
The only element that turns up as often is the Spanish word "nada," printed, stamped, cut out of 
board and represented in other assorted guises. The installation is titled "I Haven't Seen Her in 108 
Years" — an enigmatic utterance that puts us back in 1898, the year of an earlier century's big 
imperial adventure in foreign war. The show, with its bins of potions and medicines and racks of 
bumper stickers, is a restrained poetic riff on the existential tremors of being and nothingness, 
boxed and put up on shelves like scruffy memories of Joseph Cornell.
The most captivating piece is a pair of mirrors, their frames cracked and broken, their surfaces 
faintly etched with words printed backward. "It's not what you think it is," reads one, while the 
other declares, "You may not approve of the things he does."
It's a neat device. Reading the lines through your own reflection is like seeing thoughts projected 
before your eyes, while the ruined mirrors contribute to the installation's larger aura of vainglorious 
melancholy.

Patricia Correia Gallery, Bergamot Station, 2525 Michigan Ave., Santa Monica, (310) 264-1760, 
through July 29. Closed Sundays and Mondays. www.correiagallery.com.


